3507/462 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne 3000, VIC
Apartment

2

$360
$2,160 bond

Rent ID: 4110145

1

Why pay for your bond now,
when you can pay it off later?
Visit: www.rent.com.au/rentbond

0

Fully-furnished two-bedroom
apartment with fantastic views in
Victoria One available from now on

Date Available

Jessica Liu

now

Mobile: 0449659588
Phone: 03 9533 4433
jessica@branon.com.au

Inspections
Inspections are by

appointment only
throw away from universities such as RMIT and
Melbourne University. Only three mints walk to
Melbourne Central, the QV complex shopping Centre. Great top locations which is close
to Queen Victoria Markets, Flagstaff Gardens. Also, the public transports, cafes and
restaurants are all stand at your doorstep.

This lovely two-bedroom one-bathroom apartment is looking for high-quality living style
tenant. Looking for spaces, comfort and a touch of luxury. Inside you will look at great
style: architecturally designed and crafted to the highest standards, with modern
spacious kitchen which offers stainless stone bench and gascooktop plus European
appliances including oven and range hood. Bright large bedrooms all with windows as
well as built in robes. Furthermore, amazing views can be seen from the floor-to-ceiling
windows in the lounge area. Extra features include euro style laundry taps, air
conditioning/ heating system plus the furniture include: bedsdining table with
chairsfridgewashing machinemicrowave.
Victoria one also offers some of the best facilities including indoor Gymnasium, weights
and boxing area, Spa, Sauna and steam room, as well as indoor pool on Level 9;
Moreover, there are Private living and dining room as well as open plan living and dining
room on Level 40!
*PLEASE NOTE that we are only conduct the private inspection due to COVID-19*
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Property details continued from page 1:
... For the inspection please contact Jessica Liu on 0432 687 612 IMMEDIATELY!!!
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